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Having a predominant pulse is the main feature for pulse-like ground motions differing from others. To investigate the influence
of the predominant pulse on the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like ground motions, the wavelet analysis method is used to
extract the predominant pulse. .e results indicate that the inelastic displacement ratios of the pulse-removed parts obtained by
subtracting the extracted pulse from the original pulse-like ground motions are close to the results of non-pulse-like ground
motions. .e ratio of the energy of the extracted pulse to the energy of the original ground motion is used to represent the pulse
intensity. .e results indicate that the pulse period determines the locations in which the inelastic displacement ratios would have
noticeable increments, and the pulse intensity determines the degree of the increments. Besides, the effects of five commonly used
parameters (PGV, PGD, PGV/PGA, Arias intensity Ia, and soil condition) on the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like ground
motions and their relations to the pulse period and the pulse intensity are studied. Finally, a new model, in which the influence of
pulse intensity is considered, to predict the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like ground motions is proposed.

1. Introduction

Recently, displacement rather than force is starting to be-
come an essential demand parameter for the design, eval-
uation, and rehabilitation of structures [1, 2]. One of the
challenges in the displacement-based seismic design pro-
cedure is to estimate the inelastic displacement demands of
structures during earthquake ground shaking. Inelastic
displacement ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the
maximum inelastic displacement of a single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) system to the maximum elastic displace-
ment of the same system, provides a simple procedure for
estimating the maximum lateral inelastic displacement de-
mand of a structure from its corresponding maximum
elastic displacement demand [3–5]. Pulse-like ground mo-
tion is characterized by one or more large-amplitude and
long-period pulses. .is type of motion is generally par-
ticular to the forward direction, where the fault rupture
propagates towards the site at a velocity close to the shear
wave velocity [6]. Many studies have revealed that this type

of motion can cause severe damage to structures [7–14].
Some studies have shown that the mean inelastic dis-
placement ratios of pulse-like ground motions are different
from those of ordinary ground motions [15, 16]. A better
understanding of the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-
like ground motions can enhance the seismic design of
structures in the near-fault zone.

Having a clear predominant pulse is the main feature for
pulse-like ground motions differing from others. When the
predominant pulse is removed, the inelastic displacement
ratios of pulse-like ground motions will decrease apparently
at medium periods [17]. .e pulse period and the pulse
intensity are the two key parameters to describe the pulse
features. Many studies have analyzed the effects of the pulse
period [18–20], ground motion parameters [15, 17, 21], and
structural characteristics, such as nonlinear behavior
[20, 22, 23] and soil-structure interaction [24]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no study on the impact of
pulse intensity. A reason is that it is usually challenging to
define the pulse intensity because the amplitude parameters
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(e.g., PGA, PGV, and PGD) can only represent the original
ground motion rather than the pulse that is included in the
original ground motion. Previous studies have revealed that
the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like ground mo-
tions would have noticeable increments in the period region
related to the pulse period [25, 26]. However, further studies
are needed to investigate the key factors that can affect the
degree of the increments and to include this effect into the
prediction equations for the inelastic displacement ratios of
pulse-like ground motions. Investigating the effects of some
ground motion parameters on the inelastic displacement
ratios of pulse-like ground motions is very meaningful in
some relevant areas, such as the ground motion selection for
the seismic design of structures in the near-fault zone. Some
studies have pointed out that the peak ground velocity
(PGV) [15], maximum incremental velocity (MIV) [15], and
PGV/PGA could significantly affect the inelastic displace-
ment ratios of pulse-like ground motions [26]. In view of
that, the predominant pulse is the main reason causing the
difference of the inelastic displacement ratios for pulse-like
ground motions differing from others; further studies are
needed to analyze the relations of the commonly used pa-
rameters to the pulse period and the pulse intensity.

To further analyze the effects of the predominant pulse
on the inelastic displacement ratios, this paper adopts the
wavelet analysis method to extract the predominant pulse of
pulse-like ground motions and then obtain the pulse-re-
moved part by subtracting the extracted pulse from the
original ground motion. .e inelastic displacement ratios of
the pulse-removed part and those of the ordinary ground
motions are compared..e influence of the pulse period and
the pulse intensity are discussed. .e effects of five com-
monly used parameters (PGV, PGD, PGV/PGA, Arias in-
tensity, and soil condition) and their relations to the pulse
period and the pulse intensity are also analyzed. To facilitate
the use in practice, a new prediction equation is proposed to
estimate the mean inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like
ground motions. .e pulse intensity is included in the
equation as a parameter to control the degree of the in-
crements of the inelastic displacement ratios at medium
periods.

2. Pulse-Like Ground Motions Utilized in
This Paper

Subjective errors usually exist in selecting pulse-like ground
motions because the selection process is generally based on
visual inspection by checking whether visible velocity pulses
are contained in the target ground motions. Some quanti-
tative methods have been proposed to identify pulse-like
ground motions to eliminate subjective errors [27–32]. .e
forward-directivity effect and the fling-step effect are the two
main reasons for generating pulse-like ground motions.
However, all the quantitative methods do not consider the
physical mechanisms. Some studies have shown that it does
not affect the validity of the analysis results about pulse-like
ground motions because pulses will cause similar effects
regardless of their causal mechanism [27].

By using the abovementioned quantitative identification
methods [27–32], some ground motions with visual am-
biguous velocity pulse can be automatically classified as
pulse-like or non-pulse-like. As a result, the subjective errors
caused by traditional visual identification can be avoided.
.is paper aims to study the inelastic ratios of typical pulse-
like ground motions rather than to classify ambiguous
ground motions as pulse-like or non-pulse-like. .e visually
ambiguous pulse-like ground motions might confuse the
analysis results. To avoid this problem, a set of more rep-
resentative pulse-like ground motions are selected in this
paper. If a ground motion is classified as pulse-like ground
motions by more than one quantitative identification
method, the ground motion is assumed to have clear pulse
features. Two quantitative methods, the method of Baker
[27] and the method of Zhao et al. [31], are adopted in this
paper. In Baker’s method [27], 91 pulse-like ground motions
are selected from the NGA-West 1 ground motion database.
By applying the identification method of Zhao et al. [31], 70
of them are also classified as pulse-like.

Pulse-like ground motions are usually concentrated in
the near-fault region during large earthquakes. To be more
representative, the “closest distance” from the site to the fault
rupture plane of the ground motions selected in this paper is
no more than 20 km, and the moment magnitude Mw≥ 5.
High-velocity amplitude is one of the main features of pulse-
like ground motions. A PGV threshold level of above 30 cm/
s was usually chosen as one criterion in the selection of
pulse-like ground motion [27, 28, 31]. .is paper adopts the
same criterion. Finally, a total of 58 pulse-like ground
motions are selected among the 70 recordings. Bray and
Rodriguez-Marek [33] collected a set of 54 pulse-like ground
motions caused by the forward directivity. Seven ground
motions, which are not included in the 70 recordings but
have visually clear velocity pulse and are classified as pulse-
like by the method of Zhao et al. [31], are selected from the
54 recordings to enlarge the dataset. Figure 1 shows the
scatter plot of the dataset in magnitude-distance space.
Table 1 presents the detailed information of the 65 pulse-like
ground motions. .e asterisk before the station name de-
notes that the ground motion is selected from the dataset of
Bray and Rodriguez-Marek [33].

3. Inelastic Displacement Ratios

Figure 2 shows the force-deformation relationship of an
elastoplastic system. .e elastic stiffness is k, and the
postyield stiffness is 0. .e yield strength is fy, and the yield
displacement is uy. f0 is the minimum yield strength required
for the system to remain elastic during the excitation of a
ground motion, and u0 is the corresponding displacement.
Um is themaximum displacement of the elastoplastic system.
Inelastic displacement ratioC is expressed mathematically as
follows:

C �
um

u0
. (1)

.is paper analyzes the constant-ductility inelastic
displacement ratio Cµ. μ is the ratio of um to uy and is
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Table 1: Information of the pulse-like ground motions utilized in this paper.

No. Earthquake Station R
(km)

Vs,30
(m/s) Tp (s)

PGA
(g)

PGV
(cm/s)

PGD
(cm)

Ia
(m/s) PI

1 San Fernando
(1971, Mw � 6.6)

Pacoima Dam (upper left
abutment) 1.81 2016.1 1.64 1.38 124.08 36.21 11.41 0.48

2 Coyote Lake
(1979, Mw � 5.7) Gilroy Array #6 3.11 663.3 1.23 0.45 50.54 12.66 0.87 0.68

3

Imperial Valley (1979,
Mw � 6.5)

Agrarias 0.65 274.5 2.39 0.30 54.25 14.38 1.10 0.60
4 Brawley Airport 10.42 208.7 4.40 0.16 37.39 26.24 0.32 0.48
5 EC County Center FF 7.31 192.1 4.43 0.22 72.15 50.42 0.68 0.61
6 EC Meloland Overpass FF 0.07 186.2 3.42 0.38 118.61 48.49 1.44 0.76
7 El Centro Array #10 6.17 202.9 4.52 0.20 56.23 39.88 0.56 0.55
8 El Centro Array #3 12.85 162.9 4.50 0.28 56.89 29.43 0.83 0.60
9 El Centro Array #4 7.05 208.9 4.79 0.37 82.32 76.29 0.99 0.75
10 El Centro Array #5 3.95 205.6 4.13 0.38 98.31 77.75 1.75 0.74
11 El Centro Array #6 1.35 203.2 3.77 0.44 124.02 76.28 1.98 0.85
12 El Centro Array #7 0.56 210.5 4.38 0.47 114.09 50.04 1.70 0.75
13 El Centro Differential Array 5.09 202.3 6.27 0.35 74.87 56.19 1.78 0.52
14 Holtville Post Office 7.65 202.9 4.82 0.24 74.78 42.57 0.91 0.72

15 Irpinia, Italy
(1980, Mw � 6.9) Sturno 10.84 1000.0 3.27 0.32 72.52 30.11 1.39 0.68

16 Westmorland
(1981, Mw � 5.9) Parachute Test Site 16.66 348.7 4.36 0.19 61.91 37.23 0.71 0.47

17 Morgan Hill
(1984, Mw � 6.2)

Coyote Lake Dam (SW abutment) 0.53 597.1 1.07 1.31 78.29 16.05 3.85 0.76
18 Gilroy Array #6 9.86 663.3 1.22 0.27 38.00 6.38 0.92 0.67

19 San Salvador
(1986, Mw � 5.8) Geotech Investigation Center 6.30 545.0 0.81 0.69 69.47 13.52 3.12 0.50

20 Superstition Hills
(1987, Mw � 6.5) Parachute Test Site 0.95 348.7 2.39 0.45 146.89 53.85 3.90 0.59

21

Loma Prieta
(1989, Mw � 6.9)

∗Gilroy—historic bldg. 10.97 338.5 1.65 0.28 44.43 10.55 0.73 0.62
22 Gilroy Array #2 11.07 270.8 1.72 0.40 47.13 20.62 1.50 0.60
23 ∗Gilroy Array #3 12.82 349.9 2.64 0.36 45.64 25.06 1.38 0.52
24 Saratoga—Aloha Ave 8.50 370.8 4.57 0.31 54.50 37.30 1.22 0.51
25 ∗Saratoga—West Valley College 9.31 370.8 5.65 0.28 63.17 39.53 1.16 0.61

26 Cape Mendocino
(1992, Mw � 7) Petrolia 8.18 712.8 3.00 0.71 98.36 36.75 4.10 0.45

27 Landers (1992, Mw �

7.3) Lucerne 2.19 684.9 5.12 0.72 134.82 118.16 7.03 0.68
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Figure 1: Scatter plot of the pulse-like ground motions utilized in this paper in magnitude-distance space.
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usually termed as ductility factor. To compute the inelastic
displacement ratio Cµ for a specified ductility factor, an
iterative procedure is needed because the yield strength

corresponding to a selected μ cannot be determined di-
rectly [16]. For each ground motion, this paper computes
the inelastic displacement ratio Cµ (µ� 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) at

Table 1: Continued.

No. Earthquake Station R
(km)

Vs,30
(m/s) Tp (s)

PGA
(g)

PGV
(cm/s)

PGD
(cm)

Ia
(m/s) PI

28

Northridge (1994,
Mw � 6.7)

Jensen Filter Plant 5.43 373.1 3.14 0.38 103.48 45.80 2.68 0.64
29 Jensen Filter Plant Generator 5.43 525.8 3.53 0.51 67.33 41.98 2.60 0.73
30 LA Dam 5.92 629.0 1.62 0.47 87.86 26.73 1.90 0.50
31 Newhall—W Pico Canyon Rd. 5.48 285.9 3.01 0.41 120.49 42.20 1.57 0.66
32 Pacoima Dam (upper left) 7.01 2016.1 0.84 1.42 107.30 21.20 10.94 0.41
33 Rinaldi Receiving Sta 6.50 282.3 1.25 0.88 151.68 44.12 8.43 0.61
34 Sylmar—Converter Sta 5.35 251.2 2.98 0.64 108.25 36.62 5.77 0.43
35 Sylmar—Converter Sta East 5.19 370.5 3.61 0.84 116.19 34.81 4.31 0.57
36 Sylmar—Olive View Med FF 5.30 440.5 2.32 0.80 133.09 36.42 4.44 0.51
37

Kobe, Japan
(1995, Mw � 6.9)

∗KJMA 0.96 312.0 1.09 0.86 107.14 27.08 9.48 0.39
38 Port Island (0m) 3.31 198.0 2.83 0.43 104.96 49.79 2.47 0.55
39 Takarazuka 0.27 312.0 1.82 0.66 97.26 29.87 3.84 0.48
40 Takatori 1.47 256.0 1.55 0.75 156.14 45.27 10.72 0.46
41 Kocaeli, Turkey

(1999, Mw � 7.5)
∗Arcelik 13.49 523.0 7.79 0.13 41.00 36.54 0.21 0.81

42 Gebze 10.92 792.0 5.99 0.17 54.07 45.45 0.39 0.74
43

Chi-Chi, Taiwan
(1999, Mw � 7.6)

CHY006 9.77 438.2 2.57 0.32 59.44 22.82 2.06 0.41
44 CHY101 9.96 258.9 5.34 0.39 110.93 73.93 3.03 0.74
45 TCU036 19.84 272.6 5.38 0.13 64.42 56.74 0.89 0.70
46 TCU046 16.74 465.6 8.04 0.14 31.92 43.81 0.49 0.79
47 TCU049 3.78 487.3 10.22 0.30 57.51 75.38 1.32 0.64
48 ∗TCU052 0.66 579.1 11.96 0.51 213.11 308.24 4.71 0.61
49 TCU053 5.97 454.6 13.12 0.22 37.83 66.71 0.93 0.58
50 TCU056 10.50 272.6 8.94 0.17 46.19 52.33 0.87 0.47
51 TCU065 0.59 305.9 5.74 0.81 139.16 112.28 8.42 0.49
52 TCU068 0.32 487.3 12.29 0.47 348.65 501.94 4.05 0.69
53 TCU075 0.91 573.0 4.98 0.31 106.91 100.70 2.90 0.55
54 TCU076 2.76 615.0 4.73 0.42 72.61 52.66 3.94 0.41
55 TCU082 5.18 472.8 8.08 0.21 57.27 96.34 1.17 0.54
56 TCU087 7.00 473.9 10.40 0.12 46.43 60.57 0.45 0.74
57 TCU101 2.13 272.6 10.33 0.18 78.16 80.34 0.79 0.68
58 TCU102 1.51 714.3 9.57 0.30 106.75 106.28 2.11 0.45
59 TCU103 6.10 494.1 8.69 0.13 68.45 69.19 0.68 0.71
60 TCU104 12.89 473.9 7.19 0.10 57.19 59.50 0.45 0.52
61 TCU128 13.15 599.6 9.02 0.13 61.89 81.48 0.63 0.76
62 TCU136 8.29 473.9 8.88 0.14 62.71 65.80 0.47 0.72

63 Duzce, Turkey
(1999, Mw � 7.1)

∗Bolu 12.04 326.0 0.88 0.82 66.80 12.95 2.54 0.46

64 Chi-Chi, Taiwan
(1999, Mw � 6.2)

CHY024 19.65 427.7 3.19 0.19 33.30 19.59 0.41 0.59
65 TCU076 14.66 615.0 0.92 0.53 62.62 10.72 1.05 0.58

uumu0uy
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Figure 2: Force-deformation relationship of an elastoplastic single-degree-of-freedom system and the corresponding elastic system.
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45 vibration periods between 0.03 s and 5 s. .e damping
ratio ξ of the elastoplastic system is defined as 5%.

4. Extract the Predominant Pulse of Pulse-Like
Ground Motions

Wavelet analysis has high-efficiency and high-performance
in the representation of nonstationary signals and has un-
dergone rapid application development in earthquake
ground motions, especially for pulse-like ground motions
[27, 29]. In Fourier analysis, a signal is represented by a
linear combination of a set of infinite-length and single-
frequency sine waves. In contrast, wavelet analysis repre-
sents a signal as a summation of wavelets. .is paper adopts
the wavelet analysis to extract the predominant pulse. .ere
is a wide literature available regarding theoretical features of
the approach as well as algorithmic details, so only a brief
overview of the most relevant features is provided here.

Any signal f(t) can be represented as a linear combi-
nation of the wavelet basis functions, and the coefficients can
be determined by the following equation:

Cs,l � 
∞

−∞
f(t)Φs,l(t)dt �

1
�
s

√ 
∞

−∞
f(t)Φ

t − l

s
 dt,

(2)

where Φ(t) is a mother wavelet function and s and l are the
parameters used to scale and translate the mother wavelet
function.

Daubechies wavelet of order 4 (db4) is usually used as the
mother wavelet to analyze ground motions and is utilized in
this paper. .e largest absolute coefficient is usually suffi-
cient to identify the period and location of the predominant
velocity pulse. To represent the predominant pulse in a
detailed manner, Baker [27] recommended using a total of
ten coefficients in the identified scale and location window.
Figure 3 shows the time histories of the original ground
motion and its final extracted predominant pulse. To
quantitatively analyze the contribution of the predominant
pulse on the inelastic displacement ratios, the extracted pulse
is subtracted from the original ground motion. .is part is
termed as “pulse-removed” part in this paper. .e right
panel of Figure 3 shows the time histories of the pulse-re-
moved part of the ground motion.

Figure 4 compares the mean inelastic displacement ra-
tios for the 65 pulse-like ground motions and the pulse-
removed parts. It can be seen that when the predominant
pulse is removed, the inelastic displacement ratios have clear
decreases at a medium period region. Figure 4 also shows the
regression results obtained by two previous studies. .e
results of Miranda did not consider the inelastic displace-
ment ratios of pulse-like ground motions [34]. .e results of
Chopra and Chintanapakdee correspond to the ground
motions in the group of magnitude (6.6<M< 6.9) and
distance (13<R< 30 km) [16]. .eir results also did not
include the effect of pulse-like ground motions. It can be
seen that the mean inelastic displacement ratios of the pulse-
removed parts are very close to the regression results for the
inelastic displacement ratios of the non-pulse-like ground

motions obtained by the two studies, especially for large
ductility levels.

5. Effects of Pulse Parameters on the Inelastic
Displacement Ratios and the Relations with
Other Parameters

5.1. Effects of the Pulse Period on the Inelastic Displacement
Ratios. .e inelastic displacement ratios usually have a clear
“bump” at the medium period region due to the influence of
the predominant velocity pulse [19]. Previous studies have
shown that the pulse period is an important parameter
influencing the locations of the bump. Iervolino et al. [35]
pointed out that the increments are displayed in a range of
periods between about 30% and 50% of the pulse period. In
this paper, the pulse period Tp is defined as the period as-
sociated with the peak value of the velocity response
spectrum of the extracted pulse. To analyze the influence of
the pulse period, this paper selects Tp � 3 s, 4 s, and 5 s as the
threshold value separately and then divides the 65 pulse-like
ground motions into two groups. Figure 5 shows the ratios
of the mean inelastic displacement ratios for the two groups
for each threshold value. It can be seen that the pulse period
has significant effects on the inelastic displacement ratios. To
further investigate the influence of the pulse period, this
paper computes the ratio (r) of the inelastic displacement
ratios of the original ground motion to those of the cor-
responding pulse-removed part and then finds the period Tf
associated with the peak value of r. Figure 6 shows the
relations of Tf with the pulse period Tp and indicates that Tf is
about 0.43Tp. .e results are used in Section 6 to develop the
prediction equation of the inelastic displacement ratios of
pulse-like ground motions.

.e horizontal axis of the inelastic displacement ratio
spectrum is usually normalized by the pulse period to
eliminate the influence of the pulse period (Figure 7(a)). .e
inelastic displacement ratios for all ductility levels have a
clear bump at T/Tp � 0.43. As shown in Figure 7(b), the
bumps disappeared when the predominant pulse is re-
moved. It can be used as evidence that the predominant
pulse is the actual reason causing a clear bump in the region
around T/Tp � 0.43.

5.2. Effects of the Pulse Intensity on the Inelastic Displacement
Ratios. Pulse intensity is an important parameter to describe
the pulse feature of a pulse-like ground motion. In previous
studies, PGV is usually selected as a parameter to represent
the pulse intensity. However, PGV is the original ground
motion parameter rather than a parameter of the pre-
dominant pulse. In Baker’s work [27], the ratio of the energy
of the pulse-removed part to the energy of the original
ground motion was used as an important parameter to
identify pulse-like ground motions. Zhai et al. [28] adopted
the relative pulse energy Ep, which is the ratio of the energy
of the pulse to the energy of the original ground motion, to
classify a ground motion as pulse-like or non-pulse-like.
Based on these previous studies, this paper adopts the ratio
of the energy of the extracted pulse to the energy of the
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 3: Time histories of the original ground motion, the extracted pulse, and the pulse-removed part of the ground motion recorded at
TCU102 station during the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake.
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original ground motion as the pulse intensity and denotes it
as PI, see the following equation:

PI �


N
i�1 V

2
Pulse,i 


N
i�1 V

2
Original,i

, (3)

where VPulse, i and VOriginal, i are the values of the velocity
time-history for the extracted pulse and the original ground
motion at the ith point, respectively; and N is the number of
points of the ground motion time history.

Table 1 shows the values of PI for the 65 pulse-like
groundmotions..is paper divides the groundmotions into
three groups based on the value of PI, PI≤ 0.55, 0.55 <
PI≤ 0.7, and PI> 0.7. Figure 8 shows the comparison of the
ratios of the inelastic displacement ratios of the original
ground motions to those of the pulse-removed parts for the
three groups. It can be seen that the ratios of COriginal/CPulse-

removed are the largest at the point around T/Tp � 0.43 and
increase gradually with the increase of the pulse intensity PI
and the ductility factor µ. .e maximum value of the ratios
COriginal/CPulse-removed is used to analyze the effect degree of
PI on the inelastic ratios of pulse-like ground motions and is
denoted as rmax. As mentioned above, the inelastic dis-
placement ratios are calculated at 45 periods for each ground
motion. rmax is the maximum value among the 45 ratios of
COriginal/CPulse-removed. Figure 9 shows the scatter plot of rmax
(the maximum value of COriginal/CPulse-removed) to pulse
intensity PI. It can be seen that pulse intensity is a crucial
factor that can affect the degree of the increments of the
inelastic displacement ratios. Besides, a higher ductility
factor μ can lead to a larger rmax. .is paper adopts (4) to
predict rmax, where ε is a random variable with zero mean
and unit variance:

ln rmax(  � 0.3 + 1.04 ln(PI + 0.6)

+ 0.19 ln(μ − 1) + 0.02μ + 0.22ε.
(4)

In (4), only the pulse intensity PI and the ductility
factor μ are considered because the analysis indicates that
other parameters (e.g., Tp, PGA, PGV, PGD, and Arias
intensity Ia) do not provide a significant contribution to
the model of rmax. It can also be verified by the analysis
work of the following section (Section 5.3). .e term
ln(PI + constant) is used to avoid unrealistic predictions
of rmax at the location of lower PI. .e term ln(μ −

constant) is used to avoid unrealistic predictions of rmax at
the location of lower μ. .e term μ is considered because
the standard deviation has a clear increase when the term
is removed. Figure 9 shows the regression results for three
levels of ductility factor.

Figure 10 shows the scatter plot of pulse period Tp to
pulse intensity PI. .e Pearson correlation coefficient be-
tween PI and Tp is only 0.28. .us, the pulse period and the
pulse intensity are two independent parameters. One con-
trols the location on which the inelastic displacement ratio
would have clear increments, and one controls the degree of
the increments.

5.3. Effects of Other Commonly Used Parameters and :eir
Relations to the Pulse Period and the Pulse Intensity.
Many parameters have been defined to describe a ground
motion in the literature. Investigating the effects of the
commonly used parameters on the inelastic displacement
ratios of pulse-like ground motions is very meaningful in
some relevant areas, such as the ground motion selection for
the seismic design of structures in the near-fault zone. .is
section investigates the effects of five commonly used pa-
rameters, PGV, PGD, PGV/PGA, Arias intensity Ia, and soil
conditions on the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like
ground motions and their relations to the pulse period and
the pulse intensity. .e Arias intensity (Ia) is defined as
follows:

T/Tp = 0.43
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Figure 7:.emean inelastic displacement ratios for the (a) original groundmotions and the (b) pulse-removed pars with the horizontal axis
normalized by the pulse period (Tp).
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Figure 8: Comparison of the ratios for the inelastic displacement ratios between the original ground motions and the pulse-removed parts
for (a) µ� 2, (b) µ� 3, (c) µ� 4, (d) µ� 5, and (e) µ� 6.
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Ia �
π
2g



Td

0

[ €X(t)]
2 dt, (5)

where €X(t) is the acceleration time history of a ground
motion, Td is the total duration of the motion, and g is the
acceleration of gravity.

Similar to the analysis of the pulse period in Figure 7, to
investigate the effects of these parameters on the inelastic
displacement ratios, the 65 ground motions are divided into
two groups for each parameter, greater and less than the
threshold value of the parameter. .e threshold values of
PGV, PGD, PGV/PGA, and Ia are 70 cm/s, 40 cm, 0.2 s, and
2m/s, respectively. Soil condition is divided into stiff soil
(consistent with the NEHRP soil classification of B and C)
and soft soil (consistent with the NEHRP soil classification
of D and E). .is paper computes the ratios between the
mean inelastic displacement ratios of the ground motions
for the two groups for each parameter (see Figure 11). It can
be seen that (a) PGV/PGA and PGD cause significant effects
on the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like ground
motions; (b) Ia and soil condition have obvious effects on the
inelastic displacement ratios at long periods; (c) compared to
other parameters, the effects caused by PGV are
insignificant.

Yaghmaei-Sabegh [17] also investigated the influence of
the same set of ground motion parameters on the inelastic
displacement ratios of pulse-like ground motions. .e
analysis results of this paper are generally consistent with
those of Yaghmaei-Sabegh [17]. In this paper, the ratios of
Cμ(Ia> 2m/s)/Cμ(Ia≤ 2m/s) are less than 1 in the long
periods. However, the ratios are greater than 1 in the long
periods in Yaghmaei-Sabegh’s work [17]. .us, when a
different set of ground motions is selected, the effects caused
by some ground motion parameters on the inelastic dis-
placement ratios of pulse-like ground motions might have
obvious changes. .is will cause controversy and will hinder
the application of some relevant research achievements on
the seismic design of structures. PGV/PGA, to an extent, is a
period parameter. .e pulse-like ground motion with a
longer pulse period will be more likely to have a larger PGD.
Mavroeidis et al. [36] indicated that PGV/PGA and PGD are
related to the pulse period. It is easy to conjecture that the
reason why some parameters can cause significant effects on

the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like ground mo-
tions is because these parameters are strongly related to the
pulse period. .e ratios shown in Figure 5 are much greater
than those in Figure 11. .us, the pulse period can cause
more significant influences on the inelastic displacement
ratios.

Figure 12 shows the relations of the five parameters to
the pulse period. .e Pearson correlation coefficients be-
tween PGV and Tp, PGD and Tp, PGV/PGA and Tp, Ia, and
Tp, and Vs,30 and Tp are 0.11, 0.60, 0.68, −0.33, and −0.1,
respectively. By comparing Figures 12 and 11, we can see
that PGD and PGV/PGA increase gradually with the in-
crease of pulse period. It is the main reason why the ratios
are greater than 1 in the long periods in Figures 12(b) and
12(c). .ere are more ground motions with a large pulse
period in the group of Ia≤ 2m/s. As a result, the ratios are
less than 1 in the long periods in Figure 11(d). Such an
explanation can also be used for Figures 11(a) and 11(e).
.us, using the pulse period can make an interpretation for
the effects caused by the five parameters on the inelastic
displacement ratios of pulse-like ground motions. If one
parameter is positively related to the pulse period, then the
inelastic displacement ratios of a ground motion with a
higher level of the parameter have clear increments at long
periods. If it is negatively related, the increments occur in
short periods. Arias intensity does not have apparent rela-
tions with the pulse period. When a different set of ground
motions is selected, its influence on the inelastic displace-
ment ratios may have some changes.

It is also important to investigate the effects of the five
parameters on the degree of the increments. Similar to the
analysis of the pulse intensity in Figure 8, this paper divides
the 65 pulse-like ground motions into 3 groups for each
parameter and then compares the mean ratios of COriginal/
CPulse-removed. Figure 13 shows the results when µ� 6. .e
ratios of COriginal/CPulse-removed shown in Figure 13 are less
than those in Figure 8. It means that the influence of the five
parameters on the degree of the increments of the inelastic
displacement ratios in the region around T/Tp � 0.43 is less
significant than that caused by the pulse intensity PI. As
stated above, PGV/PGA is the most correlated one to the
pulse period for the five parameters. However, it does not
affect the degree of the increments of the inelastic dis-
placement ratios in the region around T/Tp � 0.43 (see
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Figure 10: Scatter plot of the pulse period Tp to the pulse intensity PI.
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Figure 13(c)). In previous studies, PGV is usually selected as
the parameter to represent the pulse intensity. In
Figure 13(a), a larger PGV would like to result in smaller
inelastic displacement ratios in the region around T/
Tp � 0.43, which is contrary to our cognition. .e Pearson
correlation coefficients between PGV and PI, PGD and PI,
PGV/PGA and PI, Ia and PI, andVs, 30 and PI are −0.10, 0.16,
0.36, −0.43, and −0.18, respectively. All five parameters are
not clearly correlated with the pulse intensity PI. Ia is more
clearly negatively correlated with PI, so a larger Ia would like
to result in smaller inelastic displacement ratios in the region
around T/Tp � 0.43.

It can be concluded that the pulse period and the pulse
intensity are two nearly independent parameters that can
cause a significant influence on the inelastic displacement
ratios of pulse-like ground motions. .e pulse period de-
termines the locations on which the inelastic displacement
ratios have clear increments, and the pulse intensity

determines the degree of the increments. .e influence of
other parameters on the inelastic displacement ratios can be
explained by their relations to the pulse period and the pulse
intensity.

6. Equations for the Mean Inelastic
Displacement Ratios

For the convenience of engineering applications, it is nec-
essary and desirable to propose a prediction model for the
mean inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like ground
motions. As stated above, the pulse intensity can highly
affect the amplitude of the bumps of the inelastic dis-
placement ratios at the points around T/Tp � 0.43. However,
this phenomenon has not been considered in previous
studies. Based on the prediction models of previous studies
[22, 23], this paper adopts (6) to predict the mean inelastic
displacement ratios of pulse-like ground motions:

Cμ � 1 +
1

μ − 1
+

146.9
μ2.5 + 3.3 

T

Tp

 

0.8
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

− 1

− 0.05μ0.77
e

− 4.7 log T/Tp( − 0.12 
2

+ 0.15rmaxe
− 8.2 log T/Tp( +0.85 

2

. (6)

In (6), the first two terms are used to capture the
overall trend of the inelastic displacement ratios, which is
similar to the model of Chopra and Chintanapakdee [16].

.e third term is the probability density function of a
logarithmic normal distribution and is used to capture the
local reduction in the region around T/Tp � 1. .e last
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Figure 11: Ratios of the mean inelastic displacement ratios for (a) Cμ(PGV> 70 cm/s)/Cμ(PGV≤ 70 cm/s), (b) Cμ(PGD> 40 cm)/
Cμ(PGD≤ 40m), (c) Cμ(PGV/PGA> 0.2 s)/Cμ(PGV/PGA≤ 0.2 s), (d) Cμ(Ia> 2m/s)/Cμ(Ia ≤ 2m/s), and (e) Cμ(Stiff Soil)/Cμ(soft soil).
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term is used to capture the feature of the local increments
in the region around T/Tp � 0.43. .e amplitude of the
increments is controlled by rmax, which is the maximum
ratio for the inelastic displacement ratios between the
original ground motion and the pulse-removed part, as
defined early. As given in (4), rmax is affected by the pulse
intensity and the ductility factor..us, the influence of the
pulse intensity is included in the prediction model. In the
regression process, the values of the parameters of the first
two terms are determined first, and the values of the
parameters of the third term are determined by using the
residuals. Finally, the values of the parameters of the last
term are determined by using the new residuals. Sub-
jective judgments are unavoidable in selecting the pre-
diction model because the process is guided by the
inspection of the data, the residuals, and the character-
istics of different prediction models. Figure 14 compares
the regression results to the mean inelastic displacement
ratios. It can be seen that the prediction equation is ef-
ficient in capturing the main feature of the mean inelastic
displacement ratios of pulse-like ground motions. How-
ever, the inelastic displacement ratios estimated by the
regression equation are clearly greater than the mean
values in the region around T/Tp � 0.43 when μ� 2. It is
caused by the less-accurate consideration of the influence
of the ductility factor in equation (4). Because the in-
fluence of the ductility factor on rmax is nonlinear, it is
difficult to capture the feature by using logarithmic
functions when the ductility factor is lower.

It should be noted that (6) just provides the mean es-
timation and does not give the random term because the
dispersion of the residual errors between the real inelastic
displacement ratios and the mean estimates varies at dif-
ferent T/Tp locations. Figure 15 shows the scatter plot of the
residual errors between the real displacement ratios and
values estimated by the proposed prediction equation to T/
Tp. It can be seen that the residual errors nearly vibrate
around the axis of y� 0; however, the standard deviation
(dispersion) of the residual errors varies at different loca-
tions. A similar phenomenon has been reported by previous
studies, such as the study of Ruiz-Garćıa and Miranda [23].
As shown in (6), the inelastic displacement ratio also relies
on the value of rmax. According to (4), rmax is a random
variable and relies on the value of pulse intensity PI. .is
paper does not give the prediction model of PI because the
relationship between pulse intensity and other parameters is
not clear. If more pulse-like ground motions are collected in
the future, the prediction model of pulse intensity might be
developed. According to the information in Table 1, the
smallest value of PI of the select pulse-like groundmotions is
0.39, and the largest value is 0.85, the mean value of PI is 0.6,
and the median value of PI is also 0.6. If the detailed in-
formation of the pulse intensity is available, the mean
(median) value, PI� 0.6, is suggested to be used as the input
to estimate the mean of rmax, and then use it to estimate the
mean of the inelastic displacement ratios.

In the literature, the inelastic displacement ratios have been
widely used in the estimation of the inelastic seismic demand of
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Figure 12: Scatter plot of (a) PGV, (b) PGD, (c) PGV/PGA, (d) Ia, and (e) Vs,30 to the pulse period Tp.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the mean ratios of the inelastic displacement ratios (µ� 6) for the original ground motions to those of the pulse-
removed parts for the recordings in different (a) PGV, (b) PGD, (c) PGV/PGA, (d) Ia, and (e) Vs,30 groups.
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Figure 14: Continued.
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structures. .e constant-strength inelastic displacement ratios
play an important role in the displacement coefficient method
(DCM), which is a convenient method to estimate the lateral
displacement demand of structures for the seismic rehabili-
tation of existing buildings and has been incorporated in the
ASCE/SEI 41–17 standards [37]. .e prediction equations of
the inelastic displacement ratios for pulse-like ground motions
proposed by previous studies have been adopted or examined
to estimate the seismic demand of structures to pulse-like
ground motions [38, 39]. .e constant-ductility inelastic dis-
placement ratios are vital in the design of new structures for
displacement-based design procedures, such as the so-called
displacement-based design via inelastic displacement ratio
approach [40]. .us, a prediction model that reflects real
characteristics of the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like
groundmotions is of great significance in engineering practice.

To show the characteristics of the proposed prediction
equation, this section shows an application of using the
proposed prediction equation to estimate the inelastic
displacement ratios and makes a comparison to the results
of real pulse-like ground motions. As a moderate level, PI
is assumed as 0.6, and the ductility factor μ is assumed as 4.
As given in Table 1, the PIs of the no. 3 and no. 5 ground
motions are about 0.6. Figure 16 shows the comparison of
the inelastic displacement ratios of the two ground mo-
tions to the results of the prediction equation. It can be
seen that the proposed prediction equation is feasible and
is efficient in capturing the main feature of the inelastic
displacement ratios of pulse-like ground motions, and the
location and amplitude of the local bumps are generally
consistent with the results of real pulse-like ground
motions.
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Figure 14: Comparison of the regression results to the mean inelastic displacement ratios for (a) µ� 2, (b) µ� 3, (c) µ� 4, (d) µ� 5, and
(e) µ� 6.
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Figure 15: Scatter plot of the residual errors between the real displacement ratios and values estimated by the proposed prediction equation
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7. Conclusions

.is paper presents a comprehensive study on the charac-
teristics of the inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like
ground motions. .is study leads to the following
conclusions:

(1) .e inelastic displacement ratios of pulse-like
ground motions will have apparent increments at
medium periods. .e pulse period Tp is an essential
parameter of controlling the locations of the incre-
ments, around 0.43Tp, and the pulse intensity PI is a
crucial factor influencing the degree of the incre-
ments. .is paper adopts the ratio of the energy of
the extracted pulse to the energy of the original
ground motion as the pulse intensity. .e analysis
results indicate that Tp and PI are (can be considered
as) two independent parameters because the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the two parameters is
only 0.28. When the predominant pulse is removed,
the inelastic displacement ratios of the pulse-re-
moved parts are close to those of non-pulse-like
ground motions.

(2) .e influence of PGV, PGD, PGV/PGA,Arias intensity
Ia, and soil condition on the inelastic displacement
ratios can be explained by their relations to the pulse
period and the pulse intensity. PGV/PGA is clearly
positively related to the pulse period. However, it does
not have clear relations to the pulse intensity. As a
result, a larger value of PGV/PGA would result in
larger inelastic displacement ratios at long periods, but
PGV/PGA cannot clearly affect the degree of the in-
crements. Ia is negatively correlated with the pulse
intensity, so a larger Ia would like to result in smaller
inelastic displacement ratios in the region around T/
Tp� 0.43. PGV is usually selected as the parameter to
represent the pulse intensity. However, the results
indicate that a larger PGV would like to result in
smaller inelastic displacement ratios in the region
around T/Tp� 0.43 because the Pearson correlation
coefficient between PGV and PI is −0.1.

(3) To facilitate the use in practice, a new regression
model is proposed to estimate the inelastic dis-
placement ratios. Compared to previous models, the
influence of the pulse intensity on the increments of
the inelastic displacement ratios at the periods
around 0.43Tp is included in the model. .e pre-
diction equation is efficient in capturing the main
feature of the mean inelastic displacement ratios..e
degree of the increments is also influenced by the
ductility factor μ. It is difficult to capture the feature
influenced by μ when μ is lower. As a result, the
regression results are greater than the mean values of
the inelastic displacement ratios in the region around
T/Tp � 0.43 when μ� 2.
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